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Notes on Clauses of the Acts Interpretation Amendment Bill 1984

2. Clause 2 provides, except as otherwise stated,

amendments effected

for the

by the Bill to

whether

apply to all Acts

passed before or after the

Bill.

commencement of the

3.
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Clause 1 - Formal citation of the Act.

Clause 3 substitutes a new sub-section 3(1) proqiding that

in every Act, the word "commencement" means the time at

which the Act or provision comes into operation. The

present sub-section refers to an Act as a whol d
a part. e an not to
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Clause 7,ins~rts new section 15AB, which provides that, if

material extrinsic to an Act is capable of assisting in

the ascertainment of the meaning of a proqision of the

Act, consideration may be giqen to that material in

interpreting the provision. It sets forth, in a
non-exhaustive way, the main categories of extrinsic

materials that can assist in the interpretation of Acts

(sub-section 2). Sub-section (3) expresses the qiew of

the Parliament that in applying section 15AB regard shall

be had to the matters set forth in the sub-section. The

section does not propose that extrinsic material should be

used to overturn the ordinary meaning of a provision

conveyed by the text of the provision taking into account

its context in the Act and the purpose or object

underlying the Act unless there is ambiguity or obscurity

or the result is manifestly absurd or is unreasonable.

.. '

,; ,

Clause 6 omits sub-section 15AA(2). . as a consequence of the

1nsert10n of proposed section lSAB The sub t'hold' • -sec lon was a
1ng provision that was intended tothe 't' preserqe whateqer
eX1S lng law was in relation to. use of extrinsic

materlals pending the examination of this topic.

;'i

of

a new section lSC in the Act vesting

court where an enactment provides for

proceedings to be instituted in a

This provision appears to be
the present .law.

section 20 of the Act by extending the

court.

inserts8

Clause 10 amends section 22 by inserting new definitions

of financial year, calendar month, calendar year and

contravene. It also inserts new sub-section 22(2) which

clarifies that references in an Act to companies, bodies

corporate or corporations does not imply that references

in the Act to persons do not include references to

comnpanies, corporations or bodies corporate.

operation of that section to all persons who, at any time,

occupy an office or position for the time being.

particular

declaratory

Clause 9 amends

jurisdiction in a

civil or criminal

Clause

11. At present section 23 of the Act provides that words

importing the masculine gender shall include females

unless the contrary intention appears and deals with

singular and plural references. Clause 11 repeals and

10.

9.

8.

,,

\

l

"sunset ll

proposed

e~isting

The new

dealing with,

expiration of

The

8C

of

Act.an

8B and

effect

the operation of

repeal of Acts).

commonly known as

8A,

the

of

5 inserts a new section lOA into the Act

concerning references in Commonwealth Acts to a law of a

State or Territory. The provision deals with the situation

where that law is amended or re-enacted along lines

similar to thos' ..e 1n eX1st1ng section 10f relating to

re erences to amended or re-enacted Commonwealth Acts.

Clause

Clause 4 inserts new 'sect~ons

respectively, implied repeals,

Acts and references to part

sections clarify and expand

sections 7 and 8 (effect of

sections will cover what is

legislation.

6.

5.

4.

"

,

',I
I
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15. Proposed new section 25 defines what is meant by a

document and is intended to cover all advances that have

be~n made in the methods that are used for recording
information. The new definitions of 11document" and

Ilwriting" make reference to modern modes of storing and
reproducing words, figures, symbols etc.

operation of

force until
provides that the

not come into
25E (2)

will

Proposed sub-section
sub-section 25E (1)

1 January 1985.
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proposed section 25C provides that where a form is

prescribed in an Act, or by a regulation, unless the
f h 'ch 's l'ke or hascontrary intention appears, any orm w... ... ...

the effect of the prescribed form will be sufficient for

the purposes of the Act or regulation. The inclusion of

this provision will remove the need to include such a

provision in particular Acts and regulations.

An amendment is proposed by Clause 14 of the definition of

"Court of summary jurisdiction" in paragraph 26 (d) of the

Act to include courts of the external Territories.

proposed section 250 provides that, where an Act requires

the giving of written reasons for a decision, the

instrument giving the reasons shall also set out the

findings on material questions of fact and refer to the

evidence or other material on which those findings were

based (cf. s.28 of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act

1975 and s.13 of the Administrative Decisions Judicial

Review Act 1977).
25E (1) 1· des that for theProposed sub-section prov ,

purposes of any Act, the time at which a person attains a

particular age, expressed in years, is the commencement of

the relevant anniversary of the date of the birth of that

person. There is a little known legal rule- of ancient

lineage that a person attains a particular age at the

first moment of the day immediately before the anniversary

of his birth. This provision abolishes that rule in the

,case of references to or in Commonwealth Acts and

regulations.

22.

21.

20.

19.

18.

24 of

that,

the amendment made by

offences committed after

unless the contrary intention

a gender include every other
existing provision regarding

clar ifies that

applies only to

of this Act.

substitutes
/section 23 providing that,

appears, words irnporti~g

gender and re-enacts the
singular and plural.

Proposed section 25A provides for the production of

records kept in a computer etc where an Act requires a
person to produce the information in question.

Proposed section 25B provides that, where a change is made

in the name of a body or the title of an office, the

references in any legislation to the former name or title

shall be construed in respec·t of matters that occur after

the change, as references to the new name or title.

12. Sub-Clause 12 (1) updates the penalties in section

the Act and brings them into line with those

in 1982, were inserted in the Crimes Act 1914.

13. Sub-clause 12(2)

sub-clause 12 (1)

the commencement

14. Clause 13 substitutes a new section 25 and inserts new

sections 25A, 25B, 25C, 250 and 25E dealing. with

references in Acts to "documents" and "writingl',

production of records kept in computers, etc., alterations

to names and constitutions, compliance with forms, content

of statement of reasons for decisions, and attainment of
age respectively.

16.

17.

fill
i

-~
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28. Paragraph 16(c) is a consequential amendment.

23. Clause 15 inserts proposed section 28A to deal with

.service of documents in respect of a natural person and a

body corporate.

26. Proposed sub-section 33(3B) provides that where an Act

confer a power to make grant or issue any instrument such

grant of power shall not preclude, by implication, the

power to make provision in respect of a particular aspect

of a matter if the Act in question contains a reference to

another aspect of that matter or to another matter.

"I'

" ','
,

'.~ ,

:'.

d 45B relating to the
sections 45A an

d continuing offencesin penalties an

45B( 2) provides that
t' sub-section

proposed sub-sec lon number of offences
. st the same person for a

charges agaln may be included in
. t the same provision of an Act

aga1nS . or summons if those

"
nformation, complalnt

the same

45A( 2) provides that where an Act
proposed S ub-section hoffence, suemaximum penalty for an
reduces a penalty or f the

d to offences committed be ore
d t ' n exten 5 . d tre uc 10 . . t th reductlon oes no

f the prov1slon, bu e
commencement 0 " d before the

P
enalty actually lmpose

affect any
commencement of the provision.

, 45B(1) provides where an act or thing
proposed sub-seetlon ". t' lar period then the

" b done wlth1n a par lCU
is requlred to e "until the act or

" d that thing cont,nues
obl1gatlon to 0 . d

though that period has exp,re .
thing is done even

h re an Act, 45A(1) provides that w e
proposed sub-sectlon offence

t or maximum penalty for an
increases the penal y mmitted after the

. lies only to offences co
such lncrease app. Ity

f the provision increasing the pena .
commencement 0

Clause 18 inserts new

effect of alterations

respectivelY.

, 34AA which provides,
17 inserts a new sectlon

~C~l",a~u",s",e,-= ,"ntention appears, that where an Act
1 s the contrary h 1d r

un es the power may be exercised by the 0 e
confers a power

b ' of the office.for the time e,ng

35.

34.

33.

32.

30.

'
"nserts a new sub-section 33(5) which

qraph 16(dl 'b' g of29. para - Act empowers the prescrl 1n
. d that where an b

proV1 es' " th penalties that may e
" th limitat10n on e .

pena1tleS, e the requirement for the maklng
"bed does not preventprescrl .

of a statutory declaratlon.

!

l

~
\

I
l

\

l

I
~
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•

by providing for

a vacant office

12 months.

Paragraph 16(b) amends sub-section 33(4)

the making of an acting appointment to

provided such appointment does not exceed

27.

25. Clause 16 makes a number of amendments to section 33 of

the Act in relation to the exercise of powers and duties.

Paragraph 16 (a) inserts new sub-sections 33 (3A) and

33(3B). Proposed sub-section 33(3A) provides that where an

Act confers the power to make an instrument (including

rules, regulations or by-laws) in respect of particular

matters, such power includes a power to make, grant or

issue such instruments in respect of classes of those

matters and to make different provisions in respect of

different classes or matters.

24. Proposed sub-section 28A(1) specifies the basis upon which

valid service can be effected. Proposed sub-section 28A(2)

provides that the operation of proposed sub-section 28A(1)

will not affect contrary provisions in any other specific

legislation, (including State and Territory legislation)

dealing with service of documents or the power of a court

to authorize service of a document.



37. Clause 19 is a drafting amendment of section 46 of the Act.

36. Proposed sub-section 45B (3) provides that if a person is

convicted of 2 ~r more offences, the court may impose one

penalty in respect of both gr all those offences but that

penalty is not to exceed the aggregate of the maximum

penalties that could have been imposed if separate
penalties were imposed.
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on the same facts or form, or are part
offences of the same or a similar

charges are founded

of, a series of

character.
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